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STUDENT PROGRAMS
KEYNOTE / ASSEMBLIES:


COURAGE to LEAD – What is leadership? Many students have a broad understanding of
leadership and a fuzzy perception on how to be a more effective leader. In this presentation,
students learn the purpose of leadership: “to make a difference.” How? It all starts with courage!
Engaging stories and fun-crowd involvement make this presentation one of the most requested.



COURAGE to FACE BULLYING – With the recent increase in bullying around school districts,
students need to be educated on the realities of bullying and tools to protect and disengage from
the activity. Any potential bullies in the audience are met with stories and examples that
encourage them to think differently about their actions while, at the same time, breaking down
barriers by helping them feel understood. This moving and, at the same time, funny presentation
is powerful and encourages healthy peer interaction and understanding. Even if your organization
doesn’t have a history of bullying, this presentation will only strengthen school morale.



COURAGE to FIGHT SUBSTANCE ABUSE – Drugs can be a difficult topic for speakers. How
can a speaker connect with students and encourage them to stay drug-free? Brandon presents
real-life stories, compelling facts, and funny, yet, moving crowd participations that ultimately help
students see the truth behind drugs.
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WORKSHOPS: (200 or fewer students is recommended)


Leadership - One of the characteristics that employers look for in employees is leadership.
What is leadership? Many students have a broad understanding of leadership and are not sure
how to be effective leaders. With the help of fun demonstrations, case studies, and even a "dance
off", this workshop helps students become "Super Leaders" in school and in life.



Connect to Your Passion - Connecting with your passion in life is very important for
sustainability, effectiveness, and happiness. This workshop focuses on building the student’s
portfolio through examining their strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT).
Furthermore, students connect goals with their interests and passions to help put their dreams in
flight. Stories and example help students gain clarity and motivation to succeed.



Entrepreneurship - Many youth have the ambition to become an entrepreneur. They have
ideas and dreams, but many don’t have the tools and knowledge to turn those dreams into reality.
Mark Zuckerberg, the founder of Facebook, was in college when he created the now billion dollar
giant that has transformed how youth and even businesses communicate. This workshop shows
students that they are never too young to become entrepreneurs. Brandon walks students
through his entrepreneurial experiences and empowers students with tools to get their dreams off
the ground.

SCHOOL DANCE “DIRTY DANCE CLEANUP”:


Grinding “Dirty Dancing” to a Stop: “The Prom/Homecoming Package” - Bring
Brandon to your pre-dance assembly, prom dance, homecoming dance, after-prom party, or all
the above to teach ballroom dances, do fun interactive exercises, and speak about life skills. This
is not a dry presentation. Students will laugh and have fun and realize that they don’t need the
“bump and grind.” If you want your school dances to be MORE FUN without the “bump and
grind”, this is the package for you! Expect more student interaction, more personal development,
and happier parents and teachers.
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